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Abstract
As many authors have observed, binary viewsheds are too simplistic a way to represent visibility around a particular
viewpoint. Several deficiencies, very well summarized in Wheatley and Gillings (2000), must be corrected in order to make
computer-generated viewsheds more realistic and geared to archaeological purposes. One of those required improvements
relates to the vertical angle of vision. Viewing from a low angle gives less perception of detail than viewing from a high
angle. Standard viewsheds do not allow the identification of this kind of perceptual issue. In the real world, visible areas
at eye level are seen as a narrow strip; however, on the ground they can extend for many kilometres. The map thus gives a
false representation of visibility. Dividing the viewshed calculation into several vertical angles helps to analyze the result in
a more realistic way than is customary, especially in warlike contexts where dominant visibility could have been important
for military purposes.
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1. The importance of visual control
during the Late Iron Age in Spain
During the Roman conquest period in Spain (II-I
centuries BC), in several areas of Andalusia, some
new settlements were located on hilltops, with
extensive visibility.
This fact has been interpreted in two ways:
–– as a wish to visually supervise indigenous
settlements;
–– as a way to show Rome’s presence in the area,
and to reinforce its power.

similar phenomenon has been observed east of these
zones, in an area shared by the current provinces
of Seville and Cordoba, in the Genil River Valley
(Zamora in press).
1.1. The Priego-Alcaudete basin
The Priego-Alcaudete basin is located east of the
Sierras Subbéticas, in the southern part of the
provinces of Cordoba and Jaen (Andalusia, Spain).
The area is adjacent to the Genil River Valley
(Fig. 1).
During the Middle Iberian period (prior to the
beginning of the Roman conquest) there was no

In particular, in the Guadalquivir River Valley,
this fact has been observed in two
adjoining areas. Romo et al. detected
two new settlements on hilltops during
the Roman republican period in Gilena.
The authors think that these sites
were established in order to (visually)
control indigenous settlements, in the
unstable context of the beginning of the
roman conquest of Hispania (Romo et
al. 1988, 312–313). Keay et al. suggest
that intervisibility between Roman
sites and indigenous sites was a way to
demonstrate Rome’s presence in the
area of Carmona (Seville) during the
conquest period (Keay et al. 2001). A Fig. 1. Areas mentioned in the text.
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settlement in the northern part of the basin
(considered a ‘black hole’ area). For that reason, this
part of the basin has been interpreted as a border
between different political areas north and south of
the Guadajoz River (Murillo et al. 1989; Vaquerizo,
Quesada, Murillo 2001).
During the Late Iberian period (Roman conquest
period), the settlement distribution in the basin was
reorganized (Vaquerizo, Murillo, Quesada 1991;
Vaquerizo, Quesada, Murillo 2001). One important
settlement was abandoned, while a neighbouring hill,
with better natural defences (and better landscape
visibility), was settled. Some other sites appeared
in the aforementioned ‘black hole’ area (e.g. the
Cerro de la Celada site, in the northern part of the
Priego-Alcaudete basin). Since a frontier line has
been identified here, this reorganization has been
interpreted as a consequence of the pressure of the
northern political groups coming South (Murillo et
al. 1989; Ruiz Rodríguez and Molinos 1989). The new
settlement organization has also been interpreted
as a population expansion (Vaquerizo et al. 2001),
taking into account the possible consequences of
both Roman and Punic presence in the area.
Considering the importance of changes in
settlement distribution from the Middle Iberian
period to the Late Iberian period in the PriegoAlcaudete basin, a spatial analysis using GIS was
started. Since one of the hypotheses for settlement
distribution in this area is the expansion of a
different political group, visual control of other sites
could have been an important factor for settlement
location. Viewsheds from every settlement were

calculated; in order to take account of the possibility
of the observer’s mobility to nearby vantage points,
viewpoints were defined as an area covering the hill
site as well as neighbouring hills (Zamora 2006b).

2. The study of visual control using GIS
As many authors have observed (Fisher 1992, 1993,
1996; Wheatley 1995; Ruggles and Medyckyj-Scott
1996; Llobera 2003; Tschan et al. 2000; Gillings
and Wheatley 2001; Wheatley and Gillings 2000,
2002:214–216; Van Leusen 2002; Zamora 2002;
Lock 2003, 177–182; Constantinidis 2004 among
others), binary viewsheds are too simplistic a way
to represent visibility around a particular viewpoint.
Several deficiencies, very well summarized in
Wheatley and Gillings (2000), must be corrected in
order to make computer-generated viewsheds more
realistic and geared to archaeological purposes. One
of those required improvements relates to the vertical
angle of vision.
Viewing from a low angle gives less perception
of detail than viewing from a high angle (Ribas
1992, 207). The observer’s perceptive response is
different depending on both the size of the angle and
the relationship with the horizon (Felleman 1986b,
55). We get more visual information (visual control)
about what is happening in the landscape if we see it
from a dominant position.
Standard viewsheds do not allow the identification
of this kind of perceptual issue. In the real world,
visible areas at eye level are seen as a narrow strip;
however, on the ground they can extend for many

Fig. 2. Visibility in the field. Radius length: 1, 5 and 10km. Areas far away from the observer
represent a small part of the view.
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kilometres. The map thus gives a false representation
of visibility. The magnitude of ‘visual exposure’
(Llobera 2003) in the real world does not correspond
to the magnitude of visibility represented in a
conventional viewshed (Figs 2–3).

Fig. 3. Visibility represented on a map. Radius length:
1, 5 and 10km.

The different relative altitude between viewpoints
(sites) permits different ways of visual approach to
the surrounding landscape. Consequently, in order to
identify the critical view at eye level, it is convenient
to divide the viewshed calculation into several vertical
angles.
GIS programs offer the possibility of changing
parameters in viewshed calculations. One of those
parameters is the vertical angle to limit the scan. In
ArcGIS, parameters are defined as follows:
–– VERT1: upper limit of the scan
–– VERT2: lower limit of the scan
Default values in ArcGIS are: upper limit +90º;
lower limit = -90º. The horizontal plane is 0º, and it

Fig. 4. Visual vertical angles defined in this study.
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corresponds to the z-value of the observation point
plus the value of OFFSETA.
In the present study, the visible area has been set
from -1º to -90º. This measure is based on fieldwork
observation, and it can differ depending on context
(Zamora 2006a, 2006b, in press) (Fig. 4).
Since every viewpoint (every archaeological
site) has its particular geographical characteristics,
choosing a common radius for all sites for viewshed
calculation is not always a good choice. In the
particular case of the Genil River Valley, if we
calculate viewsheds using the same radius from each
site, we would get a skewed result. The site of Estepa
is located on the southern edge of the Genil River
Valley, on a hilltop in the Northern part of Sierra de
Estepa, looking north to the Genil basin. It is located
at an altitude of 606m, while sites in the basin are
located at a mean altitude of 250m. This fact makes
Estepa’s location an exceptional viewpoint in the
area. Since lines of sight are blocked to the south
by topography, the viewshed from the site of Estepa
forms a semicircle, halving the theoretical visible
area compared with sites located in the basin. If we
considered visibility from these sites in terms of the
amount of visible surface, and we use the same radius
for all of them, we would miss the excellent visibility
from Estepa’s location. Calculating by separated
vertical angles of vision is a better approach (Zamora
2006a; 2006b).
In the case of the Priego-Alcaudete basin, view
sheds from sites were calculated from -1º to -90º. In
general terms, new sites of the Late Iberian period
(Torre Alta, Cerro de la Celada) had very good
conditions for landscape visibility. From the Celada
site you get one of the largest viewsheds in the area,
especially if we take the site (790m height) and also
its neighbouring hill (961m height) as the viewpoint
area.
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Fig. 5. Defined parameters in the total viewshed using ArcGIS.

To demonstrate that sites were located on the
places with the best visibility, it is convenient to
compare their visibility to places where no site has
been found. Also, it is interesting to analyze other
landscape variables in order to know their role in
settlement location.
2.1. Test 1: total viewshed
Test number 1 was a total viewshed (Llobera 2003).
The aim was to determine if the Celada site was
located on one of the best places in the landscape to
view the land from a dominant position.
According to this aim, the total viewshed should
be performed so that the value of each cell is the
number of cells visible from that particular cell (which
is the opposite of the result in total viewshed, where
the value of each cell is the number of observers that
can see the cell). That is, we need ‘views-from’, not
‘views-to’. Since cell values on the total viewshed are
‘views-to’, the calculation here was adapted in order
to enforce reciprocity in vision.
–– OFFSET A and B:
To see B from A does not mean that the opposite
is true (to see A from B) (Fraser 1983, 301–303;
Fisher 1996, 1298; Lee, Stucky 1998, 893–894;
Wheatley, Gillings 2000; 2002, 210–211;
Gillings, Wheatley 2001, 32). Differences in the
viewer height can result in visibility existing in
one direction only. When both viewer and target
are set at the same height, then visual reciprocity
can be assumed (Fisher 1996, 1298; Llobera
2003, 35).

–– Inverse angle:
As shown in Fig. 5, vertical opposite angles
are equal, so, the opposite angle would permit
reciprocity in vision.

––
––
––
––

Parameters were set up as follows:
OFFSET A = 2m
OFFSET B = 2m
VERT1 = +90
VERT2 = +1

Since OFFSETA and OFFSETB are equal, and the
scan angle is the opposite of the required angle (-1º to
-90º), the value of each cell in the resulting viewshed
would be the number of viewpoints (cells) that can be
seen from that cell 1º below the horizontal line.
In order to make the calculation easier, viewpoints
were separated at a rate of 1 point every 1.1km, which
make the calculation not a complete total viewshed,
makes but an abstract cumulative one.
Once the cumulative viewshed was finished, a
statistical analysis of the viewshed was carried out.
Data were grouped into intervals of number of seen
cells.
Viewshed values were grouped in to intervals of
number of cells seen from other cells in the DTM.
A comparison between visual values in the whole
landscape and visual values in site locations was
done (Fig. 6).
Visibility from Cerro de la Celada site (and its
neighbouring hill) was statistically significant (1 per
cent of locations in the landscape from which it is
possible to see a greater number of cells below the
617
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DTM

Settlements

Visual value Nº Cells %

Cumulative % Nº Sites

%

Cumulative %

0
1–50
51–100

36
95,6
98,6

0
71,4
14,2

0
71,4
85,6

0
14,2

85,6
99,8

78631
130071
6632

36
59,6
3

0
5
1
(Cerro de las Cabezas,
and Celada Site

101–150
151–200

1980
581

0,9
0,26

99,5
99,76

201–250
251–480

155
99
218149

0,07 99,83
0,03 99,86
99,86

0
1
(Celada Site + Neigh. hill)

0
0

0
99,8
0
99,8
99,8

Fig. 6. Statistical analysis of the total viewshed. For example, in row number 4, there are 1980 cells
from which it is possible to see between 101 and 150 cells.

horizontal line of sight). Even if we consider just the
settlement hill, the visual value is 73. This is not true
for the rest of the sites, since they have values as low
as 15 or 5 (cells seen).
Similar results were obtained by the same
analysis in the black hole area, for which the Celada
site also obtained a good result (not shown here).
2.2. Test 2: weighting other variables
In order to assess the importance of visibility in site
location, other landscape variables were analysed.
These variables were soil type, and proximity to rivers
(water), since they are the most basic requirements
for settlement.
An area of 1 hour walking distance around each
site was calculated using an algorithm for walking
on footpaths in hilly terrain (Tobler 1993). On flat
terrain, this algorithm works out to 5km/h (Fig. 7).
On hilly terrain, isocrones of 1 h distance cover less
than 5km.
The procedure to calculate 1 h distance isochrones
around each site in ArcGIS was as follows:
1. Calculation of slope in percent, based on the
DTM.
2. Raster calculator: slope/100 (in order to know
the mathematical slope).
3. Raster calculator (Tobler’s algorithm): 6 Exp
(- 3.5 Abs([math_slope] + 0.05)), (in order to
know the speed of a human walking in every cell,
in km/h).
4. Raster calculator: Speed in km/h raster multiplied
by 1000 (in order to know the speed in m/h, since
map units were metres).
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Fig. 7. Tobler’s hiking algorithm tested on an unreal flat
DTM using ArcGIS Path Distance tool. Isocrones of 1 hour
walking cover 5km.

5. Raster calculator: 1/speed in m/h, the inverse
of the resulting raster from the previous point,
because ArcGIS works with time per unit length.
6. Path distance: to each site, using as cost surface
the resulting raster from the previous calculation
(speed in h/m).
7. Contour: where contour interval = 1 (intervals of
1 h walking distance).
8. The nearest contour line to the site was selected
(1 h distance to the site), and then it was converted
to a polygon.
The obtained polygon was used for two tasks:
1. to calculate the area of 1 h walking distance
around each site (Fig. 8);
2. as a mask to extract spatial data from soil type
layer (Figs 9 and 10), from the altitude raster
surface and from the distance to the river layer.
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Fig. 8. Hectares in 1 h walking distance around sites (Tobler’s algorithm).

Soil type was based on the Soil taxonomy (USDA,
United States Department of Agriculture), following
the information published by the Spanish National
Geographic Institute (Gómez-Miguel 2008).
Mean altitude inside the polygon formed by every
1 h isochron line was calculated.
Distance to main water courses from every
settlement was also calculated using the Straight
Line tool, in order to know the minimum distance
from each site to the nearest water course.
The values obtained from the four preceding
analyses (extent of the 1 h walking distance area
around each site, soil type, altitude and
Figs 9 (top) and 10 (bottom). Soils around settlements (within 1 hour
distance to rivers) were compared to the
walking distance from each site). Entisols are soils that do not have
values obtained from the total viewshed
any profile development other than an A horizon. Inceptisols are
calculation.
more developed soils. Vertisols are considered one of the best soils
Fig. 12 shows that Cerro de la Celada
for agriculture, and they are related to historical population growths
site
has extreme values: big site catchment
(Gómez-Miguel 2008:182).
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Fig. 11. Distance to Rivers (in metres).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Visibility
Cabezas,
Celada
Cruz
Torre
Castillo
Tarajal
Almanzora

SCA
Almanzora
Celada
Cabezas
Tarajal
Torre
Castillo
Cruz

Altitude
Celada
Cruz
Cabezas
Castillo
Torre
Tarajal
Almanzora

Soil Type
Cabezas
Almanzora
Celada
Torre
Tarajal
Castillo
Cruz

Proximity to Rivers
Almanzora
Tarajal
Castillo
Cruz
Torre
Cabezas
Celada

Fig. 12. Sites relative values. High 1- Low 7.

area, high altitude, and it is 5km away from the
nearest river. Although soils are medium quality, the
area around the site is appropriate for agriculture (it
has a wide 1 h isochron), which fits in with the idea
of a population expansion as the cause of this new
occupation. However, the visibility from the site is
significant enough to combine both factors (visibility/
defence and good land for farming).
More analyses need to be done before considering
visibility as a factor for site location, especially
because the reason for settlement in a ‘black hole’
area may be as simple as the fact that there was
no previous settlement. In any case, dividing the
viewshed calculation into several vertical angles
helps to analyze the result in a more realistic way
than is customary, especially in warlike contexts
where dominant visibility could have been important
for military purposes.
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